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Avocom Law Firm LLP premiato agli MF Legal Awards
per il Project Finance
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Avocom Law Firm LLP ha ricevuto un nuovo premio agli MF Legal Awards 2022 per il

suo impegno e i risultati raggiunti in una serie di progetti di grandi dimensioni a livello

internazionale in ambito Project.

Tra le assistenze premiate, quella a Shelfgastechnology LLC nel progetto ShelfGas Iraq

finanziato da CITIC Holding IF Group LLC, a Sroshti Waraz Co. nel progetto di

costruzione di un nuovo impianto di produzione a basso impatto ambientale a

Sulaymaniyya (Iraq) oltre che nel progetto di ricostruzione degli impianti di Kirkuk

Cement Company Ltd. a Kirkuk.

“E’ un privilegio e un onore essere premiati dal Comitato Scientifico di Milano Finanza

Class Editori. Un riconoscimento che premia indubbiamente un ottimo lavoro di squadra

svolto di concerto con i miei Partner e amici Prof. Piergiorgio Casati, Avv. Ian Christian

Hughes, Prof. Federico Michele Sorrentino, On. Sen. Giorgio Benvenuto nonché con il

Prof. Pinkas Flynt, titolare dell’omonimo studio e nostro referente per tutto il

Sudamerica” commenta soddisfatto Francesco del Bene, Managing Partner dello Studio.

“A loro aggiungo la Dottoressa Giovanna Gentile, CEO di Coral International Commercial

Agency (CICA), con sede in Abu Dhabi, con cui stiamo condividendo un’alleanza

strategica i cui contenuti e risultati, già di assoluto rilievo, saranno sempre più evidenti in

prosieguo di tempo.”

Avocom Law Firm LLP si propone come il partner ideale soprattutto nei settori Energy e

Project Finance. Continua Del Bene: “In questo ultimo anno, abbiamo portato a termine

significative operazioni con il coinvolgimento di multinazionali quali l’egiziana Echem, la

qatariota Al Jaber Engineering, l’azera Shelfgastechnology e tante altre. Nel project, il
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focus si è consolidato su Emirati Arabi Uniti, Oman e Iraq nonché Kurdistan con il

finanziamento di progetti governativi e privati fondamentali per la ricostruzione ed il

rilancio economico di Paesi profondamente colpiti da guerre per far ripartire la

produzione industriale, l’assistenza ospedaliera, ripristinare le infrastrutture primarie e

secondarie, sfruttando adeguatamente le enormi risorse naturali. Nel prossimo futuro, un

ruolo di primo piano lo avranno gli Emirati Arabi Uniti grazie ad un livello di sicurezza-

paese fra i primi al mondo, frutto dei cospicui investimenti in tecnologie avanzate per

assicurarle a sostegno di quello che viene reputato un paese rifugio per gli investitori da

tutto il mondo, con tassazione zero. Una strategia adottata con una visione a lungo

termine che ha consentito una crescita verticale e lo sviluppo del paese in un trentennio,

con risultati inimmaginabili per qualsiasi altra nazione. Avocom sta facendo confluire

risorse da investitori istituzionali, e non, in Cina, Stati Uniti, Azerbaijan, Egitto, Iraq e, in

quest’ultimo caso, contribuendo attivamente al progetto governativo di ricostruzione del

paese”.

Lo studio in Italia sta seguendo con particolare attenzione il mondo delle start up che,

come tutti i comparti, sta attraversando le criticità legate al Covid.
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Avocom Law Firm LLP honoured at MF Legal Awards
for achievements in Project Finance
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Avocom Law Firm LLP was honored with a new award at the MF Legal Awards 2022 in

Italy, one of the most prestigious business legal awards, for its commitment and

achievements in a number of large international projects in Project. Among the awarded

assistances, the special mentions were for Shelfgastechnology LLC in the ShelfGas Iraq

project funded by CITIC Holding IF Group LLC, for Sroshti Waraz Co. in the project of

construction of a new plant of low environmental impact production in Sulaymaniyya

(Iraq) as well as in the project of reconstruction of the facilities of Kirkuk Cement

Company Ltd. in Kirkuk.

PUBBLICITÀ

“It is a privilege and an honour to be awarded by the Scientific Committee of Milano

Finanza Class Editori. An award that undoubtedly rewards an excellent teamwork carried

out together with my partners and friends Piergiorgio Casati, Ian Christian Hughes,

Federico Michele Sorrentino, Giorgio Benvenuto as well as Pinkas Flynt, owner of the

homonymous firm and our key contact for all of South America” commented Francesco

del Bene, Managing Partner of the Firm, with satisfaction. “In addition to them, I would

like to add Giovanna Gentile, CEO of Coral International Commercial Agency (CICA),

based in Abu Dhabi, with whom we are sharing a strategic alliance whose contents and

results, already of absolute importance, will be increasingly evident in the future”.

PUBBLICITÀ

Avocom Law Firm LLP is the ideal partner especially in the Energy and Project Finance

sectors. Mr. Del Bene continues: “Over the last year, we have completed significant

transactions involving multinationals such as the Egyptian Echem, the Qatari Al Jaber

Engineering, the Azeri Shelfgastechnology and many others. In the project, the focus has
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been consolidated on the United Arab Emirates, Oman and Iraq, as well as Kurdistan,

with the financing of government and private projects that are fundamental for the

reconstruction and economic revival of countries that have been deeply affected by wars,

in order to restart industrial production, hospital assistance, and restore primary and

secondary infrastructures, while adequately exploiting the enormous natural resources. In

the near future, the United Arab Emirates will play a leading role, thanks to a level of

security-country among the first in the world, the result of substantial investment in

advanced technologies to ensure them in support of what is considered a refuge country

for investors from all over the world, with zero taxation. A strategy adopted with a long-

term vision that has enabled vertical growth and development of the country over a 30-

year period, with results unimaginable for any other nation. Avocom is bringing in

resources from institutional and non-institutional investors in China, the United States,

Azerbaijan, Egypt and Iraq and, in the latter case, actively contributing to the

government’s project to rebuild the country”.

In Italy, the firm is paying particular attention to the world of start-ups which, like all

sectors, is experiencing critical issues related to Covid.
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Avocom Law Firm LLP was honored with a new award at the MF Legal Awards 2022 in
Italy, one of the most prestigious business legal awards, for its commitment and
achievements in a number of large international projects in Project. Among the awarded
assistances, the special mentions were for Shelfgastechnology LLC in the ShelfGas Iraq
project funded by CITIC Holding IF Group LLC, for Sroshti Waraz Co. in the project of
construction of a new plant of low environmental impact production in Sulaymaniyya
(Iraq) as well as in the project of reconstruction of the facilities of Kirkuk Cement
Company Ltd. in Kirkuk.

“It is a privilege and an honour to be awarded by the Scientific Committee of Milano
Finanza Class Editori. An award that undoubtedly rewards an excellent teamwork carried
out together with my partners and friends Piergiorgio Casati, Ian Christian Hughes,
Federico Michele Sorrentino, Giorgio Benvenuto as well as Pinkas Flynt, owner of the
homonymous firm and our key contact for all of South America” commented Francesco
del Bene, Managing Partner of the Firm, with satisfaction. “In addition to them, I would
like to add Giovanna Gentile, CEO of Coral International Commercial Agency (CICA),
based in Abu Dhabi, with whom we are sharing a strategic alliance whose contents and
results, already of absolute importance, will be increasingly evident in the future”.
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Avocom Law Firm LLP is the ideal partner especially in the Energy and Project Finance
sectors. Mr. Del Bene continues: “Over the last year, we have completed significant
transactions involving multinationals such as the Egyptian Echem, the Qatari Al Jaber
Engineering, the Azeri Shelfgastechnology and many others. In the project, the focus has
been consolidated on the United Arab Emirates, Oman and Iraq, as well as Kurdistan,
with the financing of government and private projects that are fundamental for the
reconstruction and economic revival of countries that have been deeply affected by wars,
in order to restart industrial production, hospital assistance, and restore primary and
secondary infrastructures, while adequately exploiting the enormous natural resources. In
the near future, the United Arab Emirates will play a leading role, thanks to a level of
security-country among the first in the world, the result of substantial investment in
advanced technologies to ensure them in support of what is considered a refuge country
for investors from all over the world, with zero taxation. A strategy adopted with a long-
term vision that has enabled vertical growth and development of the country over a 30-
year period, with results unimaginable for any other nation. Avocom is bringing in
resources from institutional and non-institutional investors in China, the United States,
Azerbaijan, Egypt and Iraq and, in the latter case, actively contributing to the
government’s project to rebuild the country”.

In Italy, the firm is paying particular attention to the world of start-ups which, like all
sectors, is experiencing critical issues related to Covid.


